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A HAPPY DOGA HAPPY DOG
Here are some helpful tips for new puppy owners



1.) PREPARING FOR A1.) PREPARING FOR A
NEW PUPPYNEW PUPPY

To prepare for a new puppy, research different breeds,
choose a reputable breeder or shelter, gather supplies,
puppy-proof your home, choose a veterinarian, start
training and socialization, plan for potty training, exercise
and play with your puppy, provide proper nutrition, and be
patient and consistent.



2.) RESEARCHING2.) RESEARCHING
DIFFERENT PUPPYDIFFERENT PUPPY

BREEDSBREEDS To make an informed decision about which
puppy breed is right for you, it's important
to do some research and consider factors
such as energy level, size, and grooming
needs. There are many different breeds to
choose from, each with their own unique
characteristics and needs. By taking the
time to research different breeds, you can
find the one that is the best fit for your
lifestyle and personality.



3.) DETERMINING3.) DETERMINING
THE RIGHT PUPPYTHE RIGHT PUPPY
FOR YOUR HOMEFOR YOUR HOME

Consider factors such as the size of
your living space, the amount of time
you have to devote to training and
care, and your energy level and

lifestyle. Also, think about whether you
prefer a particular breed or size of
puppy, and whether you have any

allergies or other special
considerations. By carefully evaluating
these factors, you can choose a puppy
that is the best fit for your home and

family.



4.) PUPPY-PROOFING4.) PUPPY-PROOFING
YOUR HOMEYOUR HOME

To puppy-proof your home, secure
trash cans, remove any hazardous

items, and set up a safe space for your
puppy to play and rest. This will help

protect your puppy from accidents and
injuries and ensure that they have a
comfortable and secure environment

to grow and learn.
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5.) IDENTIFYING5.) IDENTIFYING
ESSENTIAL SUPPLIESESSENTIAL SUPPLIES
FOR A NEW PUPPYFOR A NEW PUPPY

You will need a variety of supplies including
food and water bowls, a collar and leash, a

crate or pen, a bed, toys, and a supply of food
formulated for puppies. These items will help

you meet your puppy's basic needs and
provide them with a comfortable and

stimulating environment to grow and learn.



6.) PUPPY CARE6.) PUPPY CARE
BASICSBASICS

To care for a puppy, you will need to provide proper
nutrition, exercise and socialization, training and

socialization, and veterinary care. It is also important
to establish a routine for potty training and to keep
your puppy safe and comfortable in your home. By
following these basic care guidelines, you can help

your puppy grow into a happy and healthy adult.



7.) FEEDING7.) FEEDING
AND NUTRITIONAND NUTRITION

To ensure proper nutrition for your
puppy, feed them a high-quality, age-

appropriate diet and follow the
recommended feeding guidelines based

on their size and breed. It is
important to provide your puppy with

the right balance of nutrients,
including protein, fat, and

carbohydrates, to support their
growth and development.

You may also need to adjust the
amount of food you give your puppy
as they grow and their nutritional

needs change.



8.) GROOMING8.) GROOMING
AND HYGIENEAND HYGIENE

It is important to establish a grooming
routine that includes regular bathing,
brushing or combing, and nail trimming.
You may also need to clean your puppy's
ears and brush their teeth to prevent
issues with ear infections and dental
disease. By maintaining good hygiene,
you can help your puppy stay clean,
comfortable, and healthy.



9.) EXERCISE9.) EXERCISE
AND ACTIVITYAND ACTIVITY

Puppies have a lot of energy and need
plenty of exercise and mental stimulation to

stay happy and healthy. To meet these
needs, it is important to provide your puppy
with regular opportunities to play and run
around. You can also take your puppy for

walks, play fetch, or engage in other
activities that provide physical and mental
exercise. By ensuring that your puppy gets
enough exercise, you can help them grow

into well-behaved, confident adults.



10.) SOCIALIZATION10.) SOCIALIZATION
AND TRAININGAND TRAINING

To help your puppy grow into a well-adjusted adult, it is
important to start socialization and training as early as
possible. Socialization involves exposing your puppy to a
variety of people, places, and experiences so that they can
learn to cope with new situations and become comfortable
around others. Training involves teaching your puppy basic
obedience commands and good manners, which will help
them behave appropriately in different settings. By socializing
and training your puppy, you can help them become
confident, well-behaved adults.



11.) VETERINARY11.) VETERINARY
CARECARE

It is important to establish a relationship with a veterinarian and schedule regular check-ups. Your
veterinarian can provide preventative care, such as vaccinations and deworming, and help
diagnose and treat any medical conditions that may arise. It is also important to follow your
veterinarian's recommendations for your puppy's care and to report any changes in your puppy's
health or behavior. By taking good care of your puppy's health, you can help them live a long and
happy life.



12.) PUPPY BEHAVIOR12.) PUPPY BEHAVIOR
AND DEVELOPMENTAND DEVELOPMENT

Puppies go through various stages of
development as they grow and learn. It is

important to understand your puppy's behavior
and development in order to provide the right

care and support. For example, young puppies
may be curious and prone to exploring and

getting into things, while older puppies may be
more independent and need more structure and

training. By staying attuned to your puppy's
behavior and development, you can help them
grow and learn in a positive and healthy way.



13.) UNDERSTANDING13.) UNDERSTANDING
PUPPY BEHAVIORPUPPY BEHAVIOR

To understand your puppy's
behavior, it is important to

observe and interpret their body
language, vocalizations, and

actions. For example, a wagging tail
may indicate excitement or
happiness, while growling may
indicate fear or aggression. By

paying attention to your puppy's
behavior, you can gain insight into

their emotions and needs and
respond appropriately. It is also
helpful to research and educate

yourself on typical puppy behavior
and development stages.



14.) COMMON14.) COMMON
PUPPY PROBLEMSPUPPY PROBLEMS
AND SOLUTIONSAND SOLUTIONS

To overcome puppy problems, try using
positive reinforcement techniques such as
rewarding good behavior with treats and
praise and ignoring unwanted behavior.
You can also seek advice from a
professional trainer or veterinarian, and
consider enrolling your puppy in a training
class to learn more effective techniques. By
addressing problems early on and using
consistent training methods, you can help
your puppy learn good behavior and
become a well-behaved adult.



15.) PUPPY HEALTH15.) PUPPY HEALTH
AND SAFETYAND SAFETY

To ensure your puppy's health and safety, it is important
to provide them with proper nutrition, exercise, grooming,
and veterinary care. You should also keep an eye out for

signs of illness or injury and respond promptly if you
notice any problems. Additionally, you should keep your

puppy up to date on vaccinations and preventative care to
help protect them from diseases. By taking good care of
your puppy's health and safety, you can help them live a

long and happy life.



16.) POTTY TRAINING16.) POTTY TRAINING
It is important to consistently
take your puppy outside to go

potty every few hours,
especially after meals and
naps, to establish a regular

bathroom routine and prevent
accidents in the house.



17.) PUPPY OBEDIENCE17.) PUPPY OBEDIENCE
TRAININGTRAINING

Obedience training is essential for
teaching your puppy to follow basic

commands and behave
appropriately in various settings. It

helps to build a strong bond
between you and your puppy and

can prevent many behavior
problems from developing in the

future.



18.) TROUBLESHOOTING18.) TROUBLESHOOTING
COMMON PUPPYCOMMON PUPPY

PROBLEMSPROBLEMS
Troubleshooting common puppy
problems can involve identifying

and addressing underlying
causes such as lack of exercise,
boredom, or lack of training and
boundaries. Seeking the advice
of a professional trainer or

veterinarian may also be helpful
in addressing specific behavior

issues.



19.) SEPARATION19.) SEPARATION
ANXIETYANXIETY

Separation anxiety in puppies can manifest as
destructive behavior, excessive barking or whining,
and inappropriate elimination when left alone. It is

important to provide a safe and comfortable
environment for your puppy when you are away, and
to gradually acclimate them to being alone through

training and behavior modification techniques.



20.) CHEWING20.) CHEWING
& DIGGING& DIGGING

Chewing and digging are natural
behaviors for puppies, but it is

important to redirect these behaviors
to appropriate objects to prevent

damage to household items. Providing
plenty of chew toys and designated
digging areas, as well as consistent
training and supervision, can help to
prevent or reduce these behaviors.



21.) BARKING AND WHINING21.) BARKING AND WHINING
Barking and whining are natural forms of

communication for puppies, but
excessive or inappropriate barking and

whining can be problematic. Training and
behavior modification techniques, such

as teaching a "quiet" command and
rewarding quiet behavior, can help to
reduce or eliminate excessive barking

and whining.



22.) JUMPING UP22.) JUMPING UP Jumping up on a person can
be a nuisance and can also
be dangerous, especially if

the person is elderly or
unstable on their feet.

Training your puppy to sit and
stay on command, and

consistently rewarding calm
and well-behaved behavior,
can help to prevent jumping

up on people.



23.) AGGRESSION23.) AGGRESSION
Puppy aggression can take many forms, such as
growling, snapping, or biting, and can be directed
towards people or other animals. It is important to
address aggressive behavior as soon as possible,

as it can escalate and become more dangerous over
time. Seeking the advice of a professional trainer or

veterinarian can be helpful in identifying the
underlying causes of aggression and developing a

plan to address it.
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